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Annotated version of poster

The poster starts off with some general discussion of MCX and its setup, followed 
by introducing some of the diagnostics.  Then MHD theory is discussed and a 
comparsion between magnetic data and MHD theory is made.  Finally, some new 
data from an internal three-axis probe is shown.
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Abstract
The Maryland Centrifugal Experiment (MCX) plasma confinement concept combines a magnetic 
mirror geometry with a radial electric field generated by a biased, internal, axial electrode. The 

resulting ExB force drives a rotation with velocity shear that includes a centrifugal force component 

along the field lines, yielding an axial confinement that counteracts end losses along the open field 

lines. 

To understand magnetic evolution in MCX and with the aim of improving confinement, several 

arrangements of magnetic loops are used to measure axial and azimuthal profiles of magnetic 

fields generated by the MCX plasma. Recently added internal magnetic probes, locally make 3-axis 
magnetic measurements on a microsecond timescale for the duration of the plasma discharge. 

Typical plasma duration in MCX is 5 milliseconds. The results of these measurements will be 

shown to provide insight into the coarse structure and evolution of currents within the MCX plasma. 

Additionally, the internal probes are complemented by loops external to the vacuum vessel that 
measure the averaged axial and local radial magnetic field, on a millisecond timescale limited only 

by the time response of the vacuum vessel. Along with average density measurements from an 

interferometer system, these axial profiles obtained from the internal and external magnetic field 
measurements allow for peak rotation velocity, peak temperature, and a 2D density profile to be 

solved for from ideal MHD equilibrium theory. The MHD equilibrium is obtained via a numeric, 

perturbative solution of the full Grad-Shafranov equation including supersonic rotation for 

timescales of ~1ms. There is remarkable agreement between the results of this solution from the 
measured magnetic fields and the rotation velocities measured from multichord impurity Doppler 

spectroscopy. This comparison demonstrates the signature and efficacy of centrifugal confinement, 

a central goal of MCX. Research is ongoing of the impact of shorter timescale evolution of the 

magnetic field on the plasma confinement using the internal magnetic probes and other MCX 

diagnostics.
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MCX Configuration

↑ Cross section of MCX (Axisymmetric, 

with blue core as centerline)

← 3D External View

• Capacitor Bank provides up to 20 kV 

between core and vacuum vessel, giving 

a radial electric field.

The MCX magnets and vacuum vessel are set up as a mirror machine, with 
strongest field at the center of the two mirror coils.  The coils provide an overall 
magnetic field in the z direction (along length of machine).  The difference from a 
typical mirror machine is the metallic core shown in blue along the center of the 
machine, which is biased relative to the vacuum vessel (in black outline) to provide 
a radial electric field.  The axial magnetic field and radial electric field then drive 
rotation by ExB drift.  The goal of MCX to use this rotation to drive plasma toward 
the minimum of the magnetic field, where the field lines bow outward most, via 
centrifugal force from the rotation.  Insulators in the mirror throats, shown in green, 
allow for field lines to not end on a conductor, which a comb-like cross-section to 
increase surface path length and prevent breakdown.
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Typical MCX Shot
• Applied Voltage: 10kV

(Settles to 3-4 kV after 
breakdown) 

• Midplane Field: 2kG

• Mirror Ratio: 7

• Shot Duration: 5 ms

From a typical mirror ratio 7 shot, the midplane density, plasma voltage and plasma 
current are plotted to the to left.  Breakdown comes from applying 10 kV bias 
between the core and vessel with a ~5 mTorr preexisting hydrogen fill (although 
puff-values are sometimes used instead).  Shortly after breakdown, the voltage 
settles to 3-4 kV.  The voltage during the shot is related to the average rotation 
velocity from v=V/aB, from E=V/a for a scale ‘a’ of about 20 cm.  This voltage is not 
a directly controllable parameter, as for example increasing the initial voltage before 
breakdown will increase the density instead of rotation velocity.  After 5 ms, the 
plasma is shorted and the shot ended.  Plotted in the bottom left are time traces of 
DML signals for the same shot.
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MCX Vacuum Field
• Mirror throats up to 15 kG.

• Midplane up to 4 kG.

• Mirror Ratio: 1 to 22.

• “Typical” MCX conditions are Rm=7 

and a midplane field of 2 kG, as plotted 

to the left.

The top plot shows the field lines that do not intersect the vacuum vessel or core 
between the mirror throats, while the bottom plot shows the Bz along the center of 
the machine for the same field.  These are for the most typically used mirror ratio of 
7, i.e. the field maximum is 7 times that of the minimum at the midplane.
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Vacuum Field for Varying Rm

These plots show how the field lines vary with different mirror ratios.  A useful side-
effect of the magnet geometry is that at lower mirror ratio, two minima appear to 
either side of the midplane as seen most clearly in the bottom right plot.  As the 
centrifugal confinement is expected to confine plasma to the field minima, where the 
field lines bow outward, the low mirror ratio fields would be expected to produce two 
off-midplane concentrations of plasma contrasting the typical mirror ratio 7 field with 
plasma concentrated at the center of the machine.
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3.39µm Interferometer x2

Two interferometers to measure chord-averaged density at 

different z locations.

Density is measured at two locations, shown here compared against mirror ratio 7 
field lines.  Both interferometers use He-Ne lasers in a heterodyne, Mach-Zehnder
configuration.  
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Density Measurements

Peak mirror ratio 7 density: 3-4×1020 m-3

Here the interferometer density measurements are plotted for mirror ratio 7 (on the 
left) and 3 (on the right).  The interferometer at the midplane is blue in both plots, 
and the off-midplane one is red.  The mirror ratio 7 plot clearly shows a large density 
in the middle of the device compared to away from the midplane, demonstrating a 
strong density confinement with a factor of 20 or more difference in densities.  The 
contrasting mirror ratio 3 case shows higher density off midplane, showing the 
plasma is confined the magnetic minima, which is closer to the second 
interferometer in the mirror ratio 3 case.
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10 Chord Spectrometer

Only 5 chords to simplify diagram. Inversion required to recover 

original profile from measurement.

Velocity and ion temperature radial profiles can be estimated using a multichord
spectrometer.  Up to 10 chords are now in use (only five pictured in diagram).  
Because the chords line integrate across the plasma, an Abel-like inversion is 
needed to produce the original radial profiles.   This differs from a simple Abel 
intensity inversion by taking into account the Doppler velocity shift and a cosine 
factor for the angle of the velocity.  The plot on the right shows what a naïve 
measurement of intensity and velocity would look like without inversion compared to 
the original parabolic profiles.  Typically the CIII line at 464.7 nm is used, although 
HeII and other lines are occasionally measured too.
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Radial Velocity Profile

This is an example radial velocity profile from mirror ratio 7 shots.  As the inversion 
process works from the outside chords (on the right) to the inside chords (on the 
left), errors tend to accumulate yielding larger error bars on the inner chords.  
Temperature measurements are more sensitive to this issue, and depending on the 
shot, can have large error bars.  Because this is a measurement of an impurity and 
ExB rotation velocity has corrections that depend on mass and charge, the 
hydrogen rotation speed can be 10-20% higher.
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Flux Loop Layout

Magnetic loops external to vacuum vessel:

•9 Diamagnetic Loops  (magenta lines), including 3 symmetric/mirrored pairs.

•3 axial Br loop arrays, with total of 11 Br and Bphi loops, including 3 symmetric/mirrored pairs (green 

horizontal lines).

•16 Br loops in azimuthal array, movable along z. Example locations shown in dashed green lines.

The diagram highlights the location of magnetic loops external to the machine, with 
mirror ratio 7 field lines plotted in blue.  The magenta lines are diamagnetic loops, 
loops that wrap around the entire cross-section of the machine to measure flux in 
the z direction.  Br is measured by loops 7-10 cm in diameter, either in an axial 
array as shown by solid green bars on the top of the vacuum vessel, or with an 
azimuthal array.  The azimuthal array only measures one z location at a time, but is 
moveable between shots.
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Flux Loop Layout

Low mirror ratio has two, off-center magnetic field minima.

This is a similar layout diagram as the previous slide, but showing mirror ratio 3 field 
lines.  The off-midplane field minima can be seen to lie directly under the pair of 
DMLs 65 cm from the midplane.
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Ideal MHD Equations
• MHD equation of motion yields Grad-Shafranov equation with with 

arbitrary cross-field rotation :

• Assuming T=T(ψ), gives density of the form:

• In the above density, n0 depends only on ψ.  This gives three inputs, 
all distributions over ψ: density, temperature, and rotation (assuming 
isorotation).

• Using the above and assuming the plasma field,    , is a perturbation 
on the vacuum field,    , gives the linearized predicted flux as:
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Here is the MHD theory used to compare magnetic measurements to other 
diagnostics.  The Grad-Shafranov equation gives expelled flux in terms of a radial 
profile of temperature, rotation and n_0.  Temperature and rotation are assumed to 
be constant along field lines.  The assumption for temperature is a large 
assumption, but not unreasonable as computational simulations of MCX show a 
plateau like profile for temperature along z, giving a flat profile over some distance 
before the temperature drops where the field lines get closer to the insulators at the 
end of the machine, which they intersect.  Although measurements have shown 
rotation might not be constant along field lines in some situations, for the most part 
velocity measurements show rigid rotor rotation.  
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• Normalized form depends on the two peak Mach numbers Ms, Ma, and 

geometric profiles over      .

• Unnormalized form depends on only density, temperature, and rotation 

profiles over flux.

MHD Equations - Properties
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Normalizing the equation reduces its dependence down to just the geometric radial 
profiles of temperature and rotation, and the sonic and Alfven Mach numbers.  The 
operator on the left side makes this a simple nonlinear elliptic PDE allow for 
standard PDE solving software, such as MATLAB’s PDE package, to be used.  The 
dependence on M_a is a simple quadratic scaling which has been seen across 
shots of a wide variety of parameters before.  The other major part is the 
exponential circled in blue.  This factor, labeled the CC factor, is where the 
centrifugal confinement comes.  As seen in the density form on the previous slide, 
this improves density confinement to the magnetic field minima exponentially with 
rising M_s.
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MHD - Numeric Solution

• Parabolic distributions for n, T, and Ω.

• Solved using MATLAB’s PDE solver on rectangular bounded mesh.

• The solution flux perturbation is directly proportional DML measurement.

Radial profiles are assumed to be parabolic, going to zero at the last good flux 
surfaces, as plotted in on the left column in profile and contour.  The density, middle 
column plots, comes directly from the density solution given two slides previous.  
The flux expelled (bottom, for a given r and z location), or average plasma B_z (for 
a given z across the radius of the vacuum vessel), is then found from the solution of 
the PDE previously given, and an example plotted on the right.
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Bz – Mirror Ratio 7

Velocity fit: 130±20 km/s, Temperature Fit: 14±4 eV

Impurity velocity measurement: 106±11 km/s

Peak flux corresponds to 100 G averaged over loop cross-section

This slide shows DML measurements (the black data points, averaged over 1 ms), 
along with the results of the MHD theory previously presented (the blue curve).  
Since Doppler temperature and velocity measurements can sometimes have large 
errors or are not available for all shots, the values for peak rotation velocity and 
temperature were found here by doing a best fit to the DML data. This gave an 
estimated rotation velocity of 130 km/s, while spectroscopy measurements gave a 
velocity of 106 km/s.  However, the spectroscopy measurements are of a CIII 
impurity line, due to the high ionization of the hydrogen plasma.  For ExB driven 
rotation, higher order corrections to the ExB velocity depend on charge and mass of 
the ion.  In this case, a CIII ion is expected to rotate ~15 km/s slower than a proton, 
showing a close agreement between the two velocities.  The red curve shows an 
effort to fit the data with the CC factor set to one, showing without centrifugal 
confinement, the magnetic data cannot be fit.  
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Br – Mirror Ratio 7

Same shots and fit as the previous slide, but showing data from Br pick-up loops.  
The discontinuity at z=65 is due to the change in radius of the vacuum vessel, and 
hence the Br measurements are taken at different Br on either size of that z 
location.
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Bz – Mirror Ratio 3

Velocity fit: 56±6 km/s, Temperature Fit: 2.7±0.7 eV

Impurity velocity measurement: 70±20 km/s

Peak flux corresponds to 80 G averaged over loop cross-section

DML data and fit for a mirror ratio 3 case showing the plasma shift to off-midplane
minima.  The estimated temperature of 2.7 eV is well below the expected 
temperature of a few 10s of eV.  This may be the result of the assumption 
temperature is constant along field lines.  In particular, the mirror ratio 3 case could 
be more sensitive to this assumption as a large part of the plasma sits further away 
from midplane, where the temperature is expected to be more flat.
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Br – Mirror Ratio 3

Matching Br data for the mirror ratio 3 case.
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Internal Bphi and Current

A new three-axis probe was constructed and used for internal magnetic 
measurements (internal to the vacuum vessel, external to the plasma).  Here the 
results of the Bphi (azimuthal direction) are shown for mirror ratios 7 and 3, for a 
few different z locations.  Bcore is the Bphi expected to be seen if all of the current 
going into the machine were to be going through the core at the same z location as 
the probe.  In other words, since the Bphi and Bcore 80 cm toward the high voltage 
end (the end of the core connected to the cap bank) are nearly the same, this 
means most of the current is continuing past that z location, as opposed to having 
closed the circuit immediately after entering the machine.  Together with 
measurements at midplane and the low voltage end, the Bphi measurements 
suggest most of the current travels along the plasma or core before closing to the 
circuit with the vacuum vessel in middle area of the machine.  This contrast the 
case where the current is closing at the ends, shorting over the insulators, in which 
case all of the probe locations would see either little or all of the current going by.  
Two Bcores are given since the radial location of measurement is different for 
midplane and at the ends of the machine.
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Internal B and Instability

The three axis probe has higher time resolution and is being used to examine a 
crashing pattern seen in some shots.  The crashes are on 10s-100 microsecond 
timescale, and are characterized by a sudden increase in current and a drop in 
voltage and rotation, before returning to normal.  Toward the end of the machine (80 
cm from midplane, halfway between midplane and mirror throats), the Bphi is seen 
to only mirror the changes in current, increasing and decreasing in step.  At the 
midplane however, the Bphi can be seen to increase before the current in some 
shots, then suddenly decreases while the current increases.  This suggest a buildup 
of twist in the magnetic field, before the crash straightens the field lines.  Work and 
further interpretation of this process is ongoing.
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Conclusions

MHD with centrifugal confinement reasonably 

models BZ and BR axial profiles, along with Ma

scaling.  The model works over variations in 

parameters and vacuum field geometry.

Further Work
• More coils to increase profile resolution.

• Moving the DMLs and pick-up coils inside the vacuum vessel.

• Addition of temperature variation along z to numerical code.
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Theory vs. Data – Ma scaling

An extra slide showing the M_a scaling as seen in the MHD theory discussion.
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Bz Profiles for Varying Rm

An extra slide showing DML measurements at a variety of mirror ratios, showing a 
smooth transistion from plasma being concentrated in the center of the machine to 
the off-midplane minima as it forms at lower mirror ratios.  


